T03 Glenorchy Single Action Policy
1. Unless otherwise documented below, all rules for the staging of Single Action events on
ranges of SSAA T03 Glenorchy (the Club) shall be governed by the (SASS) Cowboy Action
Shooters Handbook (the Handbook) and Match Director’s Guide.
2. Control of events by SSAA qualified Range Officers is permitted. The Club will encourage and
consider subsidising, if necessary, any member of the Club enrolling in SASS Range Officer
01 or 02 courses.
3. The placement of targets shall be the same as those recommended in the Match Procedures
& Standards section of the Handbook except that distances will be expressed in metres rather
than yards.
Revolver targets: 7-10 metres, Shotgun Targets: 8-16 metres, Rifle targets: 13-50 metres.
4. As required in the Handbook, prior to use, all steel targets will be inspected for deformation
and cratering and discarded if necessary.
5. All pistol and revolver steel targets purchased by the club in future will be of 10mm
Bisalloy500, 3/8 AR500 or similar standard.
6. All targets will be positioned parallel to the firing line, be tilted forward approximately 20
degrees to create enough splatter trenching and no course of fire will require a shooter to
sweep more than 30 degrees to engage all targets in a string of fire.
7. All steel revolver and rifle targets on Range-B and Range-C and close to the left-hand berm
on Range-A will be sufficiently shrouded to prevent any splatter from passing over a side
berm. The Range Officer will, at his sole discretion, decide if other targets need shrouding.
8. Range Officers will regularly check that steel targets are correctly set to create adequate
splatter trenching.
9. The standards, and testing procedure requirements of the Ammunition Covenants section of
the Handbook apply. The minimum standard for centrefire ammunition is not less than a
power factor of 60, a minimum velocity of 400fps, a maximum revolver velocity of 1000fps and
maximum rifle velocity of 1400fps.
10. The RO can request ammunition to be tested at any time, at their sole discretion, especially if
it is suspected of not meeting standards.
11. Members of the Club will only use ammunition from the same batch, in the same or similar
firearm, that has passed testing previously, with results recorded in the Club’s Chronograph
Register. It is recommended that 50% of non-members of the Club at any event have their
ammunition tested.
12. All rifle, pistol and shotgun requirements, calibres and gauges that are described in Section 6
of the Handbook (except .56-50) and are permitted to be registered in Australia are permitted,
with the exception that Mitchell Range Approval does not permit the use of projectiles
exceeding 200 grains.
13. Shooters at all events will be made aware of the Mitchell Range Rules which are to be
displayed at the entrance to the range in use with attention given to Category B 1 and 2
relating to restrictions on where firearms can be uncased and/or be holstered.
14. Adult shooters may use .22 calibre rifles and revolvers and sub 12-gauge shotguns that are
permitted in the Handbook but are not eligible for club championship awards.
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